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Caps/Floors and Swaptions with an
Application to Mortgages

1.

Introduction
Swap markets rank among the world’s largest in notional amount and are among the most liquid.
The same is true for swaption markets. Why is this so?
There are many uses for swaps. Borrowers “arbitrage” credit spreads and borrow in currencies that yield the lowest all-in-cost. This, in general, implies borrowing in a currency other
than the one the borrower needs. The proceeds, therefore, need to be swapped into the needed
currency. Theoretically, this operation can be done by using a single currency swap where floating rates in different currencies are exchanged. Currency swaps discussed in Chapter 5 are not
interest rate swaps, but the operation would involve vanilla interest swaps as well. Most issuers
would like to pay a fixed long term coupon. Thus, the process of swapping the proceeds into a
different currency requires, first, swapping the fixed coupon payments into floating in the same
currency, and then, through currency swaps, exchanging the floating rate cash flows. Once the
floating rate payments in the desired currency are established, these can be further swapped into
fixed payments in the same currency. Thus, a new issue requires the use of two plain vanilla
interest rate swaps in different currencies coupled with a vanilla currency swap. Hence, new
bond issues are one source of liquidity for vanilla interest rate swaps.
Balance sheet management of interest exposure is another reason for the high liquidity of
swaps. The asset and liability interest rate exposure of financial institutions can be adjusted using
interest rate swaps and swaptions. If a loan is obtained in floating rates and on-lent in fixed rate,
then an interest rate swap can be entered into and the exposures can be efficiently managed.
These uses of swap markets can easily be matched by the needs of mortgage-based activity.
It appears that a major part of the swaption and a significant portion of plain vanilla swap
trading are due to the requirements of the mortgage-based financial strategies. Mortgages have
prepayment clauses and this introduces convexities in banks’ fixed-income portfolios. This
convexity can be hedged using swaptions, which creates liquidity in the swaption market. On
the other hand, swaptions are positions that need to be dynamically hedged. This hedging can
be done with forward swaps as the underlying. This leads to further swap trading. Mortgage
markets are huge and this activity can sometimes dominate the swap and swaption markets.
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In this chapter we use the mortgage sector as an example to study the financial engineering
of swaptions. We use this to introduce caps/floors and swaptions. The chapter also presents a
simple discussion of the swap measure. This constitutes another example of measure change
technology introduced in Chapter 11 and further discussed in Chapters 12 and 13. This chapter
provides an example that puts together most of the tools used throughout the text. We start by
first reviewing the essentials of the mortgage sector.

2.

The Mortgage Market
Lenders such as mortgage bankers and commercial banks originate mortgage loans by lending
the original funds to a home buyer. This constitutes the primary mortgage market. Primary market
lenders are mortgage banks, savings and loan institutions, commercial banks, and credit unions.
These lenders then group similar mortgage loans together and sell them to Fannie Mae or
Freddie Mac-type agencies. This is part of the secondary market which also includes pension
funds, insurance companies, and securities dealers.
Agencies buy mortgages in at least two ways. First, they pay “cash” for mortgages and hold
them on their books.1 Second, they issue mortgage-backed securities (MBS) in exchange for
pools of mortgages that they receive from lenders. The lenders can in turn either hold these
MBSs on their books, or sell them to investors. To the extent that mortgages are converted
into MBSs, the purchased mortgage loans are securitized. Agencies guarantee the payment of
the principal and interest. Hence, the “credit risk” is borne by the issuing institution.2 We now
discuss the engineering of a mortgage deal and the resulting positions. As usual, we use a highly
simplified setting.

2.1. The Life of a Typical Mortgage
The process from home buying activity to hedging swaptions is a long one, and it is best to
start the discussion by explaining the mechanics of primary and secondary mortgage markets.
The implied cash flow diagrams eventually lead to swaption positions. The present section is
intended to clarify the sequence of cash flows generated by this activity. We will see that, at the
end, the prepayment right amounts to holding a short position on a swaption. This is from the
point of view of an institution that holds the mortgage and finances it with a straight fixed rate
loan. Essentially, the institution sold an American-style option on buying a fixed payer swap at a
predetermined rate. The option is exercised when the future mortgage rates fall below a certain
limit.3
The interrelationships between home buying, mortgage lending, and agency activity are
shown in Figures 21-1 to 21-3. We go step by step and then put all the positions together in
Figure 21-4 to obtain the consolidated position of the mortgage warehouse. We prefer to deal
with a relatively simple case which can then be generalized. Some of these generalizations are
straightforward, others involve considerable problems.
We consider the following setup. A balloon mortgage is issued at time t0 . The mortgage
holder pays only interest and returns the principal at maturity. The mortgage principal is N , the

1

The lending institutions then use the cash in making further mortgage loans.

2

These agencies have direct access to treasury borrowing and there is a perception in the markets that this is an
implicit government guarantee.
3 However, the party who is long this option is not a financial institution and may not exercise this American-style
option at the right time, in an optimal fashion. This complicates the pricing issue further.
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FIGURE 21-1

rate is ct0 , and the mortgage matures at t4 . The ti , i = 1, . . . , 4, is measured in years.4 We
emphasize that, with such a balloon mortgage, the periodic payments are made of interest only
and no amortization takes place. This simplifies the engineering and permits the use of plain
vanilla interest rate swaps.
The home buyer makes four interest payments and then pays the N at time t4 if he or she
does not prepay during the life of the mortgage. On the other hand, if the mortgage rate ct falls
below a threshold level at a future date, the home buyer refinances. We assume that the home
buyer can prepay only at time t2 . When the loan is paid at time t2 , it is replaced by a new
mortgage of two periods 5 that carries a lower rate. This situation is shown in Figure 21-1.
The bank borrows at the floating Libor rate, Lti , and lends at the fixed rate, ct0 . Then the
mortgage is sold to an agency such as Fannie Mae or to some other mortgage warehouse. The
bank will only be an intermediary and earns a fee for servicing mortgage payments.
The interesting position is that of the agency that ends up with the mortgage. The agency
buys the mortgage and puts it on its books. This forms the asset side of its balance sheet. The
issue is how these secondary market purchases are funded. In reality, there is more than one
way. Some of the mortgages bought in the secondary market are kept on the books, and funded

4 Of course, mortgage payments are monthly in general, but this assumption simplifies the notation, which is
cumbersome. It can be easily generalized.
5

In reality, the prepayment option is valid for all future time periods and, hence, the prepayment time is random.
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(a) Liability side: Borrow the necessary funds using an agency note . . .
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FIGURE 21-2

by issuing agency securities to investors. Other mortgages are packaged as mortgage-backed
securities (MBS), and resold to end investors.
Suppose in our case the agency uses a four-year fixed coupon note to secure funding at the
rate ct0 . The liabilities of the agency are shown in Figure 21-2. The asset side is shown in the
lower part of this figure. The critical point is the prepayment issue. According to Figure 21-2b,
the agency faces a prepayment risk only at time t2 .6
If the home buyer does not refinance, the agency receives four interest payments of size ct0 N
each, then, at time t4 receives the principal. We assume that the home buyer never defaults.7
If, on the other hand, the home buyer pays the “last” interest payment ct0 N and prepays the
principal earlier at time t2 , the agency places these funds in a floating rate money market account
until time t4 . The rate would be Lti . Alternatively, the agency can get into a fixed receiver swap
and receive the swap rate beginning at time t3 . This swap rate is denoted by st2 . This explains
the cash flows faced by the agency in case the home buyer prepays.

6

According to our simplifying assumption, the home buyer can prepay only at time t2 .

7

In any case default risk is borne by agencies of the issuing bank.
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If mortgage is prepaid, the agency will be long a swap . . .
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FIGURE 21-3

The asset and liability positions of the agency are consolidated in Figure 21-3. We see that
all cash flows, except the ones for the pre-payment case, cancel. Figure 21-3 shows that if the
home buyer prepays, the agency will be long a fixed payer forward swap at the pre-determined
swap rate ct0 . If no prepayment occurs, the agency will have a flat position.
Now assume for simplicity, and without much loss of generality, that the swap rates and
mortgage rates are equal for all t:
ct = st

(1)

Then, the final position of the agency amounts to the following contract.
The agency has sold the right to enter into a fixed receiver swap at the predetermined rate
ct0 to a counterparty. The swap notional is N, the option is European,8 and the exercise date is
t2 . The underlying cash swap has a life of two years. The agency is short this option, and would
be a fixed payer in case the option is exercised.
This contract is a swaption. The agency has sold an option on a swap contract and is short
convexity. The home buyer is the counterparty, and he or she is long convexity. The option is
exercised if st2 ≤ ct0 . The option premium is Swt0 .9 It is paid at time t0 .10 According to this,
we are ignoring any transaction costs or fees.

2.2. Hedging the Position
The important point of the exercise in the previous section is that, after all the dust settles, the
agency faces prepayment risk and this results in a short swaption position. The short European
swaption position can be hedged in several ways. One option is direct dynamic hedging. The

8 This is the case since we assumed that the home buyer is allowed to prepay only at t . In reality, home buyers
2
can prepay any time during the mortage duration. This would make a Bermudan style option.
9
10

We are ignoring the spreads between mortgage rates, swap rates, and Fannie Mae cost of debt capital.
In the U.S. market, this could be paid during the initiation of the mortgage as Bermudan “points” for example.
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hedger would (1) first calculate the delta of the swaption, and then, (2) buy delta units of a
2-year forward-receiver swap with start date t2 .11
After following these steps, the agency will have a short convexity position, which is also a
short position on volatility. If volatility increases, the agency suffers losses. In order to eliminate
this risk as well, the agency has to buy convexity from the market. Another way to hedge the short
swaption position is to issue callable bonds, and buy the convexity directly from the investors.
Example:
Fannie Mae Callable Benchmark Notes will have a notional of at least US$500m and
a minimum reopening size of US$100m. There will be at least one issue per month
and four main structures will be used: a five-year, non-call two; a five-year, non-call
three; a 10-year, non-call three; and a 10-year, non-call five. The volume and regular
issuance pattern of the program is expected to depress volatility.
Agencies have always had a natural demand for volatility and this has traditionally been
provided by the banking community. But with the invention of the callable benchmark
issuance program, agencies have instead started to source volatility from institutional
investors. (IFR, Issue 1291)
Finally, as an alternative to eliminate the short swaption position, the agency can buy a similar
swaption from the market.

2.3. Assumptions behind the Model
The discussion thus far has made some simplifying assumptions, most of which can be relaxed
in a straightforward way. Some assumptions are, however, of a fundamental nature. We list these
below.
1. It was assumed that the home buyer could finance only at time t2 . The resulting swaption
was, therefore, of European style. Normally, home buyers can finance at all times at
t1 , t2 , and t3 . This complicates the situation significantly. The same cash flow analysis
can be done, but the underlying swaption will be of Bermudan style. It will be an option
that can be exercised at dates t1 , t2 , or t3 , and the choice of the exercise date is left to
the home buyer. This is not a trivial extension. Bermudan options have no closed-form
pricing formulas, and pricing them requires more advanced techniques. The presence of
an interest rate volatility smile complicates things further.
2. The reader can, at this point, easily “add” derivatives to this setup to create mortgages
seen during the credit crisis of 2007–2008. We assumed, unrealistically, that there was
no credit risk. The home buyer, or the agency, had zero default probability in the model
discussed. This assumption was made for simplifying the engineering. As the credit crisis
of 2007–2008 shows, mortgages can have significant credit risk, especially when they are
not of “vanilla” type.
3. The mortgage was assumed to be of balloon style. Normally, mortgages amortize over
a fixed period of, say, 15 or 30 years. This changes the structure of cash flows shown
in Figures 21-1 to 21-3. The assumption can be relaxed by moving from the standard
plain vanilla swaps to amortizing swaps. This may lead to some interesting financial
engineering issues which are ignored in the present text.

11

Remember that, by convention, buying a swap means paying fixed, so this is equivalent to selling a swap.
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Finally, there are the issues of transaction costs, fees, and a more general specification of the
maturities and settlement periods. These are relatively minor extensions and do not change the
main points of the argument.

2.4. Two Risks
According to the preceding discussion, there are two risks associated with prepayments. One is
that the bank or the issuing agency will be caught long a payer swap in the case of prepayment.
If this happens, the agency would be paying a fixed rate, ct0 , for the remainder of the original
mortgage maturity, and this ct0 will be more than the prevailing fixed-receiver swap rate.12 The
agency will face a negative carry of sτ − ct0 < 0 for the remaining life of the original mortgage,
where τ is the random prepayment date.
The second risk is more complicated. The agency does not know when the prepayment will
happen. This means that, when mortgages are bought, the agency has to estimate the expected
maturity of the mortgage. Then, based upon this expected maturity, notes with fixed maturity
are sold. The liability side has, then, a more or less predictable duration,13 whereas the asset side
has an average maturity that is difficult to calculate. The example below illustrates how such
problems can become very serious.
Example:
As rates rally, mortgage players become more vulnerable to call risk, which leads to a
shortening of their asset duration, as occurred in September. “The mortgage supply into
the street has been very heavy, so there has been an overall buying of volatility to hedge
convexity risk from both Freddie and Fannie,” says the chief strategist of a fixed-income
derivatives house. The refinancing boom has already caught out some mortgage players.
A New Jersey-based arbitrage fund specializing in mortgage securities, announced losses
of around $400 million at the end of October. Analysts say the fund had not adequately
hedged itself against the rate rally.
While some speculated that criticism of Fannie Mae’s duration gap—the difference
between the maturity of its assets and its liabilities—in the media would lead speculators to position themselves to benefit from the agency’s need to hedge, this was not a
serious contributor to the increase in volatility.
However, with the big increase in its mortgage portfolio, Fannie Mae, and indeed Freddie
Mac, which has also been building up its mortgage portfolio, now faces the increased
threat of extension risk—the risk of mortgage assets lengthening in duration as yields
increase and prepayments decrease.
Fannie Mae’s notional derivatives exposure stood at $594.5 billion at the end of June,
while Freddie reported a total derivatives exposure of $1.1 trillion. (Based on an article
in Derivatives Week.)
Of the two risks associated with trading and warehousing mortgages, the first is an issue
of hedging convexity positions, whereas the second involves the Americanness of the implicit
prepayment options.

12 This is the case since prepayment means the interest rates have fallen and that the fixed receiver swap rate has
moved below ct0 .
13

Or, average maturity.
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Swaptions
Mortgages form the largest asset class that households own directly or indirectly. The total
mortgage stock is of similar size as the total U.S. Treasury debt. Most of these mortgages have
prepayment clauses, and this leads to massive short swaption positions. As a result, Bermudan swaptions become a major asset class. In fact, mortgages are not the only instrument with
prepayment clauses. Prepayment options exist in many other instruments. Callable and puttable bonds also lead to contingent, open-forward swap positions. These create similar swaptions exposures and can be fully hedged only by taking the opposite position in the relevant
swaption market. Given the important role played by swaptions in financial markets, we need
to study their modeling. This section deals with technical issues associated with European
swaptions.14
A swaption can be visualized as a generalization of caplets and floorlets. The caplet selects
a floating Libor rate, Lti , for one settlement period, such that, if Lti is greater than the cap rate
κ written in the contract, the caplet buyer receives compensation proportional to the difference.
We can generalize this. Select a floating swap rate for n periods. If the time-t1 value of this
swap rate denoted by st1 is greater than a fixed strike level, ft0 = κ, the buyer of the instrument
receives payments proportional to the difference. Thus, in this case both the “underlying interest
rate” and the strike rate cover more than one period and they are forward swap rates. A fixed
payer swaption can then be regarded as a generalization of a caplet. Similarly, a fixed receiver
swaption can be regarded as a generalization of a floorlet.
Let us look at this in more detail. Consider a European-style vanilla call option with expiration
date t1 . Instead of being written on equity or foreign exchange, let this option be written on a
plain vanilla interest rate swap. The option holder has the right to “buy” the underlying at a
selected strike price, but this underlying is now a swap. In other words, the option holder has
the right to enter into a payer swap at time t1 , at a predetermined swap rate κ. The strike price
itself can be specified either in terms of a swap rate or in terms of the value of the underlying
swap.
Let t0 be the trade date. We simplify the instrument and consider a two-period forward
interest rate swap that starts at time t1 , with t0 < t1 , and that exchanges two fixed payments
against the 12-month Libor rates, Lt1 and Lt2 . Let the forward fixed payer swap rate for this
period be denoted by ft0 . The spot swap rate, st1 , will be observed at time t1 , while the forward
swap rate is known at t0 .
The buyer of the swaption has thus purchased the right to buy, at time t1 , a fixed payer (spot)
swap, with nominal value N and payer swap rate ft0 . If the strike price, κ, equals the ongoing
forward swap rate for the time t1 swap, this is called an ATM swaption. A forward fixed payer
swap is contracted at time t0 . The forward swap rate ft0 is set at time t0 , and the swap will start
at time t1 . The corresponding spot swap can be contracted at time t1 . Thus, the swap rate st1 is
unknown as of t0 .
The ATM swaption involves the following transactions. No cash changes hands at time t1 .
The option premium is paid at t0 . If at time t1 the spot swap rate, st1 , turns out to be higher
than the strike rate ft0 , the swaption holder will enter a fixed payer swap at the previously set
rate ft0 . If the time t1 spot swap rate st1 is below ft0 , the option holder has an incentive to buy
a new swap from the market since he or she will pay less. The swaption expires unexercised.
Thus, ignoring the bid-ask spreads, suppose, at time t1 ,
ft0 < st1

(2)

14 Pricing and risk management of Bermudan swaptions are much more complex and will not be dealt with here.
Rebonato (2002) is a good source for related issues.
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the 2-year interest rate swap that pays st1 against 12-month Libor will have a zero time-t1
value. This means that at time t1 , the swaption holder can decide to pay ft0 , and receive st1 .
The time-t1 value of the resulting cash flows can be expressed as15



st1 − ft0
st1 − ft0
+
N
(1 + Lt1 ) (1 + Lt1 )(1 + Lt2 )

(3)

Note that at time t1 , Lt1 will be known, but Lt2 would still be unknown. But, we know from
earlier chapters that we can “replace” this random variable by the forward rate for the period
[t2 , t3 ] that is known at time t1 . The forward rate F (t1 , t2 ) is an unbiased estimator of Lt2 under
the forward measure P̃ t3 :
t3

F (t1 , t2 ) = EtP̃1 [Lt2 ]

(4)

Then, the time-t1 value of a swap entered into at a predetermined rate ft0 will be



st1 − ft0
st1 − ft0
+
N
(1 + Lt1 ) (1 + Lt1 )(1 + F (t1 , t2 ))

(5)

This is zero if the swaption expires at-the-money, at time t1 , with
st1 = ft0

(6)

Thus, we can look at the swaption as if it is an option written on the value of the cash flows in
equation (5) as well. The ATM swaption on a fixed payer swap can then either be regarded as
an option on the (forward) swap rate ft0 , or as an option on the value of a forward swap with
strike price κ = 0.

3.1. A Contractual Equation
As in the case of caps and floors, we can obtain a contractual equation that ties swaptions to
forward swaps.

Forward fixed payer
swap at rate ft0

=

Payer swaption
Receiver swaption
−
with strike κ
with strike κ

(7)

We interpret this contractual equation the following way. Consider a forward payer swap with
rate ft0 that starts at time t1 , and ends at time tn+1 . The forward swap settles n times in between
and makes (receives) the following sequence of cash payments in arrears:
{(ft0 − Lt1 )N δ, . . . , (ft0 − Ltn )N δ}

(8)

This is regardless of whether ft0 < st1 or not.
A payer swaption, on the other hand, makes these payments only if ft0 < st1 . To receive
the cash flows in equation (8) when ft0 > st1 , one has to buy a receiver swaption.

15

δ = 1, since we assume 12-month settlement intervals.
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Pricing Swaptions
The pricing and risk management of swaptions can be approached from many angles using
various working measures. For example, we have already seen in Chapters 5 and 13 that the
time-t0 forward swap rate f (t0 , t1 , T ) for a forward swap that begins at time t1 and ends at time
T will be a weighted average of the forward rates F (t0 , ti , ti+1 ). If we adopt this representation,
a possible working measure would be the time-T forward measure. The Martingale dynamics of
all forward rates under this measure could be obtained, and swaptions and various other swap
derivatives could be priced with it.
However, we adopt an alternative approach. For some pricing and risk-management problems, using the swap measure as the working probability may be more convenient. This gives
us an opportunity to discuss this interesting class of working measures in a very simple context. Therefore, we will obtain the pricing functions for European swaptions using the swap
measure.

4.1. Swap Measure
The measures considered thus far were obtained using normalization by the price of a single
asset. Under some conditions, we may want to use normalization by the value of a stream of
payments instead of a single asset. One well-known case is the swap measure. We will discuss
the swap measure in a simple, two-period model with finite states. The model has the same
time and cash flow structure discussed earlier in this chapter. We start with the definition of an
annuity.
Consider a contract that pays δ dollars at every δ units of time. The payment dates are denoted
by ti ,
ti − ti−1 = δ

(9)

For example, δ can be 1/2 and the payments would be made every six months. The payments
continue for N years. This would be an annuity and we could use its time-t value to normalize
time-t asset prices. This procedure leads us to the swap measure.
Suppose at time t2 there is a finite number of states of the world indexed by i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
In this context suppose an annuity starts at time t2 and makes two payments of 1 dollar at times t3
and t4 , respectively. Hence, in this case, δ = 1. This situation was shown in Figure 21-4 earlier.
Obviously, for simplicity, we eliminated any associated credit risks. The annuity is assumed to
be default-free. In reality, such contracts do have significant credit risk as was seen during the
2007–2008 crisis.
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The present value of the payments at time t2 is a random variable when considered from
time t0 and is given by the expression:16
P Vti2 =

1δ
1δ
+
i
i
(1 + Lt2 δ) (1 + Lt2 δ)(1 + F (t2 , t3 )i δ)

(10)

Here, Lit2 is the time-t2 Libor rate in state i and F (t2 , t3 )i is the forward rate at time t2 , in state
i, on a loan that starts at time t3 . The loan is paid back at time t4 . We are using these rates in
order to calculate the time-t2 present value of the payments that will be received in times t3 and
t4 . These values are state-dependent and the P Vti2 is therefore indexed by i.
Using the default-free discount bonds B(t, t3 ) and B(t, t4 ) that mature at times t3 and t4 ,
we can write the P Vti2 as
P Vti2 = (δ)B(t2 , t3 )i + (δ)B(t2 , t4 )i

(11)

In this representation, the right-hand side default-free bond prices are state-dependent, since
they are measured at time t2 .
Suppose two-period interest rate swaps trade actively. A spot swap that will be initiated at
time t2 is shown in Figure 21-5. The spot swap rate sit2 for this instrument is unknown at time
t0 , and this is implied by the i superscript. As of time t0 , markets are assumed to trade a forward
swap, with a rate denoted by ft0 that corresponds to sit2 .
Now consider the time-t0 market value of a two period forward swap contract that starts at
time t2 . In the context of the fundamental theorem of Chapter 11, we can write a matrix equation
containing the annuity, the forward swap contract, and the European fixed payer swaption Swt
that delivers the same two period swap, if st2 < ft0 . Putting these assets together in the simplified
matrix equation of Chapter 11, we obtain:
⎡
⎤
. . .
B(t0 , t3 )δ + B(t0 , t4 )δ
⎢
⎣
⎦=⎢. . .
0
⎣
Swt0
. . .
⎡

1δ
(1+Lit2 δ)

+

1δ
(1+Lit2 δ)(1+F (t2 ,t3 )i δ)
1
(ft0 −sit2 )δ
1
Swti2

⎤

⎡
⎥ . .i
. . . ⎥⎣ Q
⎦
. .
. . .
. . .

.

⎤
⎦

.
(12)

Here {Qi , i = 1, . . . , n} are the n state-prices for the period t2 . Under the no-arbitrage
condition, these exist, and they are positive
Qi > 0

16

Although δ = 1 in our case, we prefer to discuss the formulas using a symbolic δ.

(13)
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for all states i.17 The last row of the matrix equation shows the swaption’s current value as a
function of Qi and the state-dependent expiration values of the swaption. In the states of the
world where ft0 > sit2 , the swaption will expire out-of-the-money and the corresponding Swti2
will be zero. Without loss of generality, let these be the first m < n, values:
Swti2 = 0

i = 1, . . . , m

(14)

For the remaining n − m states, the expiration value of the swaption is
Swti2 =

(ft0 − sit2 )δ
(ft0 − sit2 )δ
+
(1 + Lit2 δ)
(1 + Lit2 δ)(1 + F (t2 , t3 )i δ)

sit2 < ft0

(15)

The first row of the matrix equation shows the value of the annuity. We obtain this row from
the arbitrage-free prices of the corresponding default-free discount bonds with par value $1:
1
B(t2 , t3 )i =
(16)
(1 + Lit2 δ)
and
B(t2 , t4 )i =

1
(1 + Lit2 δ)(1 + F (t2 , t3 )i δ)

(17)

The quantity B(t0 , t3 )δ + B(t0 , t4 )δ is, therefore, the present value of the annuity payment.
The same quantity was previously called PV01. In fact, the present discussion illustrates how
PV01 comes to center stage as we deal with streams of fixed-income cash flows.
The first row of the matrix equation gives:

n 
1δ
1δ
B(t0 , t3 )δ + B(t0 , t4 )δ =
+
Qi
(18)
i δ)
i δ)(1 + F (t , t )i δ)
(1
+
L
(1
+
L
2
3
t
t
2
2
i=1
Now we switch measures and obtain a new type of working probability known as the swap
measure. Dividing the first row by the left-hand side we have:


n
1
1δ
1δ
1=
+
Qi (19)
i δ)
i δ)(1 + F (t , t )i δ)
B(t
,
t
)δ
+
B(t
,
t
)δ
(1
+
L
(1
+
L
0
3
0
4
2
3
t
t
2
2
i=1
We define the measure p̃si using this expression:


1
1δ
1δ
s
p̃i =
+
Qi
B(t0 , t3 )δ + B(t0 , t4 )δ (1 + Lit2 δ) (1 + Lit2 δ)(1 + F (t2 , t3 )i δ)

(20)

Note that as long as Qi > 0 is satisfied, we will have:
p̃si > 0

i = 1, . . . , n

(21)

and
n

p̃si

1=

(22)

i=1

Thus, the p̃si have the properties of a well-defined discrete probability distribution. We call this
the swap measure. We will show two interesting applications of this measure. First, we will see
that under this measure, the corresponding forward swap rate behaves as a Martingale and has
very simple dynamics. Second, we will see that by using this measure, we can price European
swaptions easily.

17 The matrix equation is written using only the first three rows. Other assets are ignored. However, the existence of
Qi requires the existence of n other assets that can serve as a basis.
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4.2. The Forward Swap Rate as a Martingale
In order to see why forward swap rates behave as a Martingale under the appropriate swap
measure, consider the second row of the matrix equation in equation (12). Since the forward
swap has a value of zero at the time of initiation, we can write:


n

(ft0 − sit2 )δ

0=
i=1


1
1
+
Qi
(1 + Lit2 δ) (1 + Lit2 δ)(1 + F (t2 , t3 )i δ)

(23)

We can express this as:


n

(ft0 −

0=

sit2 )δ

i=1


1
1
+
(1 + Lit2 δ) (1 + Lit2 δ)(1 + F (t2 , t3 )i δ)


B(t0 , t3 )δ + B(t0 , t4 )δ
Qi
B(t0 , t3 )δ + B(t0 , t4 )δ

(24)

Now, we use the definition of the swap measure given in equation (20) and relabel, to get:
n

(ft0 − sit2 ) [B(t0 , t3 )δ + B(t0 , t4 )δ] p̃si

0=

(25)

i=1

After taking the constant term outside the summation and eliminating, this becomes:
n

(ft0 − sit2 )p̃si

0=

(26)

i=1

or again:
n

sit2 p̃si

ft0 =

(27)

i=1

which means:
s

ft0 = EtP̃0 [st2 ]

(28)

Hence, under the swap measure, the forward swap rate behaves as a Martingale. The dynamics
of the forward swap rate under this measure can then be written using the SDE:
dft = σft dWt

t ∈ [t0 , T ]

(29)

where we assumed a particular diffusion structure and where T is the general swap maturity.
Given the forward swap rate volatility σ, it would be straightforward to generate Monte Carlo
trajectories from these dynamics.

4.3. Swaption Value
In order to obtain a pricing function for the European swaption, we consider the third row of
the matrix equation given in equation (12). We have:
n

Swti2 Qi

Swt0 =
i=1

(30)
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We use the definition of the swap measure P̃ s


1
1δ
1δ
s
Qi
p̃i =
+
[B(t0 , t3 )δ + B(t0 , t4 )δ] (1 + Lit2 δ) (1 + Lit2 δ)(1 + F (t2 , t3 )i δ)

(31)

and rewrite the equality in equation (30):
⎡

⎤
[B(t
,
t
)δ
+
B(t
,
t
)δ]
0 3
0 4
⎦ p̃si
=
Swti2⎣ 1δ
1δ
+
i
i
i
(1+L δ)
(1+L δ)(1+F (t2 ,t3 ) δ)
i=m+1
n

Swt0

t2

(32)

t2

Note that we succeeded in introducing the swap measure on the right-hand side. Now, we know
from equation (15) that the non-zero expiration values of the swaption are given by:
Swti2 =

(ft0 − sit2 )δ
(ft0 − sit2 )δ
+
(1 + Lit2 δ)
(1 + Lit2 δ)(1 + F (t2 , t3 )i δ)

sit2 < ft0

(33)

Substituting these values in equation (32) gives,


n
(ft0 − sit2 )δ
(ft0 − sit2 )δ
Swt0 =
+
(1 + Lit2 δ)
(1 + Lit2 δ)(1 + F (t2 , t3 )i δ)
i=m+1
⎡
⎣

⎤
[B(t0 , t3 ) + B(t0 , t4 )] δ
p̃si ⎦
δ
+ (1+Li δ)(1+F
(t2 ,t3 )i δ)

δ
(1+Lit2 δ)

(34)

t2

We see the important role played by the swap measure here. On the right-hand side of this
expression, the state-dependent values of the annuity will cancel out for each i and we obtain
the expression:
n

Swt0 = [B(t0 , t3 ) + B(t0 , t4 )]



(ft0 − sit2 )δ p̃si

(35)

i=m+1

This is equivalent to
s

Swt0 = [B(t0 , t3 ) + B(t0 , t4 )] EtP̃0 [max[(ft0 − st2 )δ, 0]]

(36)

Using this pricing equation and remembering that the forward swap rate behaves as a Martingale
under the proper swap measure, we can easily obtain a closed-form pricing formula for European
swaptions.
There are many ways of formulating market practice. One way to proceed is as follows. The
market assumes that:
1. The forward swap rate ft follows a geometric (log-normal) process,
dft = μ(ft , t)dt + σft dWt

(37)

which can be converted into a Martingale by using the swap measure P̃ s
dft = σft dW̃t

(38)

2. Black’s formula can be applied to obtain the value
ft0 N (d1 ) − κN (d2 )

(39)

5. Mortgage-Based Securities
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with
log( fκt ) + 12 σ 2 (t2 − t0 )
√
σ t2 − t0
√
d2 = d1 − σ t2 − t0

d1 =

(40)
(41)

where t2 is the expiration of the swaption contract discussed in this section.
3. Finally, the value of the European swaption Swt is obtained by discounting this value
using the present value of the annuity. For time-t0 this will give:
Swt0 = [B(t0 , t3 )δ + B(t0 , t4 )δ] [ft0 N (d1 ) − κN (d2 )]

(42)

In other words, swaptions are priced by convention using Black’s formula and then discounting
by the value of a proper annuity.

4.4. Real-World Complications
There may be several complications in the real world. First of all, the market quotes the swaption
volatilities σ directly, and the preceding formula is used to put a dollar value on a European
swaption. However, most real-world applications of swaptions are of Bermudan nature and this
introduces Americanness to the underlying option. There are no closed formulas for Bermudan
swaptions.
Second, just as in the case of caps and floors, the existence of the volatility smile introduces
significant complications to the pricing of swaptions, especially when they are of the Bermudan
type.18 If the swap curve is not flat, then relative to a single strike level, different forward swap
rates have different moneyness characteristics. Pricing Bermudan swaptions would then become
more complicated.

5.

Mortgage-Based Securities
Mortgage-backed securities (MBS) is a very important market, especially in the United States.
Mortgage-backed securities are also called “mortgage pass-through certificates.” They essentially take the cash flows involving interest and amortization of a principal paid by home buyers,
and then pass them through to an investor who buys the MBS. In MBS, a selected pool of
mortgages serves as the underlying asset. An MBS investor receives a “pro-rata share of the
cash flows” generated by the underlying mortgages.
Example:
A typical Fannie Mae MBS will have the following characteristics.
Each pool of mortgages has a pass-through rate, which forms the coupon passed on to
the investor. This is done on the 25th day of a month following the month of the initial
issue.
The pass-through rate is lower than the interest rate on the underlying mortgages in the
pool. (We assumed this away in the present chapter.)

18 A Bermudan swaption has more than one well-defined expiration date. It is not of American style; but it can only
be exercised at particular, set dates.
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This interest differential covers the fee paid to Fannie Mae, and the fee paid to the
servicing institution for collecting payments from homeowners and performing other
servicing functions.
The lender that delivers the mortgages for securitization can retain servicing of the loans.
During pooling, Fannie Mae makes sure that the mortgage rates on the underlying loans
fall within 250 basis points of each other.
MBSs are sold to investors through securities dealers.
Certificates are issued in book-entry form and are paid by wire-transfer.
Fannie Mae’s paying agent is the Federal Reserve Bank of NewYork. The centralized payment simplifies accounting procedures since investors receive just one monthly payment
for various MBSs that they hold.
The certificates will initially represent a minimum of $1,000 of the unpaid principal of
the pooled mortgages. However, as time passes, this principal is paid gradually due to
amortization and the remaining principal may go down.
Such activity by Fannie Mae-type institutions has several important consequences. First of
all, the MBS and the Fannie Mae agency securities are issued in large sizes and normally form a
liquid asset class. Further, the MBS and some of the agency securities contain implicit call and put
options, and this creates a large class of convex assets. Important hedging, arbitraging, and pricing issues emerge. Second, institutions such as Fannie Mae become huge players in derivatives
markets which affects the liquidity and functioning of swap, swaption, and other interest rate
option markets. Third, the issue of prepayment requires special attention from the part of market
participants. Fourth, as institutions such as Fannie Mae bear the credit risk in the mortgages, they
separate credit risk from market risk of mortgages. The credit crisis of 2007–2008 has shown that
there is a delicate pricing issue here. It is difficult to estimate this credit risk. Finally, the structure
of the balance sheets and the federal government connection that such institutions have may
create market gyrations from time to time.

6.

Caps and Floors
Caps and floors are important instruments for fixed-income professionals. Our treatment of caps
and floors will be consistent with the approach adopted in this text from the beginning. First,
we would like to discuss, not the more liquid spot caps and floors that start immediately, but
instead the so-called forward caps and floors. These instruments have a future start date and are
perhaps less liquid, but they are more appropriate for learning purposes. Second, we will follow
our standard practice and generate these instruments from instruments that have already been
discussed.
Again, we keep the framework as simple as possible and leave the generalization to the
reader. Consider the two-period forward fixed payer swap shown in Figure 21-6a. In this swap,
there will be two settlements
(ft0 − Lt1 )N δ

and

(ft0 − Lt2 )N δ

(43)

where Lti , ft0 , and N are the relevant Libor rate, forward swap rate, and the forward swap
notional, respectively. δ is the reset interval. The forward swap starts at time t1 .19

19 The f
t0 is a forward rate that applies to the spot swap rate st1 . The latter will be observed at time t1 . The ft0 ,
on the other hand, is known as of t0 .
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t0
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Lt N ␦5 ?

t2

t3

1

t1
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0

0
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(b) Two possibilities at t1

Client receives net amount
(Lt 2 ft )N ␦
1

0
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t1

t2

t3

t0

t1

t2

t3

If Lt . ft
1
0

If Lt , ft
1
0

Client pays net amount
(Lt 2 ft )N ␦
1

0

Client receives (Lt 2 ft )N ␦
2
0

(c) Two possibilities at t2

t0

t1

t2

t3

t0

t1

t2

t3

If Lt . ft
2
0

If Lt , ft
2
0

Client pays (Lt 2 ft )N ␦
2
0

FIGURE 21-6

We now consider a particular decomposition of this forward swap. First, notice that depending on whether Lt1 > ft0 or not, the swap party either receives a payment at time t2 , or makes a
payment. Thus, the first cash flow to be settled at time t2 can be decomposed into two contingent
cash flows depending on whether Lt1 < ft0 or Lt1 > ft0 . The same can be done for the second
cash flow to be settled at time t3 . Again, the cash flow can be split into two contingent payments.
These contingent cash flows can be interpreted as payoffs of some kind of interest rate option.
Consider the cash flows of time t2 in Figure 21-6b. Here, the client receives (Lt1 − ft0 )N δ if
Lt1 > ft0 , otherwise he or she receives nothing. Thus, this cash flow will replicate the payoff
of an option with expiration date t1 , and settlement date t2 that is written on the Libor rate
Lt1 . The client receives the appropriate difference at time t2 if the Libor observed at time t1
exceeds a cap level κ, which in this case is κ = ft0 . Thus, the top part of Figure 21-6b is like an
insurance against movements of Libor rates above level κ. This instrument is labeled a caplet
and its time-t price is denoted by Clt1 . The client is long a caplet.
The lower portion of Figure 21-6b is similar but shows insurance against a drop of the
Libor rate below the floor level κ. In fact, the cash flow here is a payment of (ft0 − Lt1 )N δ
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if Lt1 < ft0 . Otherwise, the client pays nothing. This cash flow replicates the payoff of an
option with expiration t1 and settlement t2 that is written on the Libor rate. The client pays the
appropriate difference at time t2 , if the Libor observed at time t1 falls below floor κ, which in
this case, is κ = ft0 . We call this instrument a floorlet, and denote its price by F lt1 . Clearly, the
client is short the floorlet in this case.
The treatment of the time-t3 settled caplet-floorlets is similar. The cap and floor levels are
again the same:
κ = ft0

(44)

but exercise times, settlement times and the underlying Libor rate Lt2 are different. By putting
the two caplets together, we get a two-period forward interest rate cap, which starts at time t1
and ends at t3
Cap = {Clt1 , Clt2 }

(45)

Similarly, the two floorlets can be grouped as a two-period forward interest rate floor:
Floor = {F lt1 , F lt2 }

(46)

These forward caps and floors can be extended to n periods by putting together n caplets and
floorlets defined similarly.
Figure 21-6 shows that we obtained a contractual equation. By adding Figures 21-6b
and 21-6c vertically, we get back the original forward swap. Thus, we can write the contractual
equation:

Forward fixed payer
swap at rate ft0 = κ

=

Forward cap
Forward floor
−
with floor rate κ
with cap rate κ

(47)

This contractual equation shows that caps, floors, and swaps are closely related instruments.

6.1. Pricing Caps and Floors
This discussion will be conducted using the same two-period cap and floor discussed earlier.
One obvious conclusion from the engineering shown here is that the caplets that make up the
cap can be priced separately and their values added, after discounting them properly. This is
how a caplet is typically priced; we take the Clt1 written on Lt1 .
First, let the F (t, t1 ), t < t1 , be the forward rate that corresponds to Lt1 , observed at t. More
precisely, F (t, t1 ) is the interest rate decided on at time t on a loan that will be made at time t1
and paid back at time t2 . Market practice assumes that the forward Libor rate F (t, t1 ) can be
represented as a Martingale with constant instantaneous percentage volatility σ:
dF (t, t1 ) = σF (t, t1 )dWt

t ∈ [0, ∞)

(48)

with initial point F (t0 , t1 ).
Second, the market assumes that the arbitrage-free value of a t2 -maturity default-free pure
discount bond price, denoted by B(t0 , t2 ), can be calculated.20

20 Note that this discount bond matures at settlement time t and not at caplet expiration t . This is necessary to
2
1
discount the random payments that will be received at time t2 .
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Third, it is shown that the time-t0 value of the caplet Clt1 is given by the formula
t2

Cltt01 = B(t0 , t2 )EtP̃0 [max[Lt1 − κ, 0]N δ]

(49)

where, in this case, κ also equals the forward swap rate ft0 . Hence, this is an ATM cap. N is
the national amount. Here, the expectation is taken with respect to the forward measure P̃ t2 and
the normalization is done with the t2 -maturity pure discount bond, B(t0 , t2 ).
Finally, remembering that under the measure P̃ t2 , the forward Libor rate F (t0 , t1 ) is an
unbiased estimate of Lt1
t2

F (t0 , t1 ) = EtP̃0 [Lt1 ]

(50)

a closed-form formula can be obtained. This is done by applying Black’s formula to the F (t, t1 )
process, which has a zero drift term. Then the expectation
t2

EtP̃0 [max[Lt1 − κ, 0]N δ]

(51)

can be calculated to obtain Black’s formula21 :
Cltt01 = B(t0 , t2 ) [F (t0 , t1 )N (h1 ) − κN (h2 )] δN

(52)

where
log
h1 =

F (t0 ,t1 )
κ

√

+ 12 σ 2 (t1 − t0 )

(53)

σ t1 − t0
log

h2 =

F (t0 ,t1 )
κ

√

+ 12 σ 2 (t1 − t0 )

σ t1 − t0

−σ



(t1 − t0 )

(54)

Note that both F (t0 , t1 ) and Ft0 are rates that relate to amounts calculated in t2 dollars. The
discount bond price B(t0 , t2 ) is then a market-determined “expected” discount rate for this
settlement.
The caplet that expires at time t2 , Clt2 , will be priced similarly, except that this time the
expectation has to be taken with respect to the time t3 -forward measure P̃ t3 , and the underlying
forward rate will now be F (t0 , t2 ) and not F (t0 , t1 ).22 Solving the pricing formula, we get
Cltt02 = B(t0 , t3 ) [F (t0 , t2 )N (g1 ) − κN (g2 )] δN

(55)

where
log
g1 =
log
g2 =

F (t0 ,t2 )
κ

+ 12 σ 2 (t2 − t0 )

F (t0 ,t2 )
κ

+ 12 σ 2 (t2 − t0 )

√
σ t 2 − t0
√

σ t 2 − t0

(56)

−σ



(t2 − t0 )

(57)

It is important to realize that the same constant percentage volatility was used in the two caplet
formulas even though the two caplets expired at different times. In fact, the first caplet has a life

21

Here N (.) represents a probability, whereas the N at the end is the notional amount.

22

Lt2 will not be a Martingale with respect to P̃ t2 , and the drift of the corresponding SDE will not be zero.
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of [t0 , t1 ], whereas the second caplet, Cltt02 , has a longer life of [t0 , t2 ]. Also, note that despite
the strike price being the same, the two caplets have different money.
Finally, to get the value of the cap itself, the market professional simply adds the two caplet
prices:
Capt0 = B(t0 , t2 ) [F (t0 , t1 )N (h1 ) − κN (h2 )] + B(t0 , t3 ) [F (t0 , t2 )N (g1 ) − κN (g2 )]
(58)
where the hi and gi are given as noted earlier. The parameters N, δ are set equal to one in this
formula. Otherwise, the right-hand side needs to be multiplied by N, δ as well.

6.2. A Summary
It is worth summarizing some critical steps of the cap/floor pricing convention. First, to price
each caplet, the market uses normalization by means of a discount bond that matures at the
settlement date of that particular caplet and obtains the forward measure that corresponds to that
caplet. Second, the market uses an SDE with a zero drift since the corresponding forward Libor
rate is a Martingale under this measure. Third, the percentage volatility for all the caplets is
assumed to be constant and identical across caplets. Finally, the use of proper forward measures
makes it possible to calculate the expectations for the random discount factors and the caplet
payoffs, separately. Black’s formula gives the caplet prices which are added using the appropriate
liquid discount bond prices.

6.3. Caplet Pricing and the Smile
The previous summary should make clear why the volatility smile is highly relevant for pricing
and hedging caps/floors. The latter are made of several caplets and floorlets and, hence, are
baskets of options written on different forward rates denoted by F (t0 , ti ), i = 1 . . . n.
As long as the yield curve is not flat, the forward rates F (t0 , ti ) will be different from each
other. Yet, each cap or floor has only one strike price κ. This means that, relative to this strike
price, we will have
F (t0 , t1 )
F (t0 , t2 )
F (t0 , tn )
=
= . . .
κ
κ
κ

(59)

In other words, as long as the yield curve slopes upward or downward, the ratios
F (t0 , ti )
κ

(60)

will be different, implying different moneyness for each caplet/floorlet.
Now, suppose there is a volatility smile. If, under these conditions, each caplet and floorlet
were sold separately, the option trader would substitute a different volatility parameter for each,
conformable with the smile in the corresponding Black’s formula. But caplets or floorlets are
bundled into caps and floors. More important, a single volatility parameter is used in Black’s
formula.
This has at least two implications. First, we see that the volatility parameter associated
with a cap is some weighted average of the caplet volatilities associated with options that have
different moneyness characteristics. Second, even when the realized and ATM volatilities remain
the same, a movement of the yield curve would change the moneyness of the underlying caplets
(floorlets) and, through the smile effect, would change the volatility parameter that needs to
be used in the corresponding Black’s formulas. In other words, marking cap/floor books to the
market may become a delicate task if there is a volatility smile.

Suggested Reading

7.
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Conclusions
Swaptions play a fundamental role in economic activity and in world financial markets. This
chapter has shown a simple example that was, however, illustrative of how swap measures can
be defined and used in pricing swaptions.

Suggested Reading
Rebonato (2002) as well as Brigo and Mercurio (2001) are two extensive sources that the reader
can consult after reading this chapter. Further references can also be found in these sources.
There is a growing academic and practical literature on this topic. Two technical articles that
contain references are Andersen et al. (2000) and Pedersen (1999).
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Exercises
1. The reading below deals with some typical swaption strategies and the factors that
originate them. First, read it carefully.
Lehman Brothers and Credit Suisse First Boston are recommending clients to
buy long-dated swaption vol ahead of the upcoming U.S. Federal Open Markets
Committee meeting. In the trade, the banks are recommending clients to buy
long-dated swaption straddles, whose value increases if long-dated swaption
vol rises.
Mortgage servicers and investors are keen to hedge refinancing risk with swaptions as interest rates fall, meaning that long-dated swaption vol should rise
over the next several months, said an official at CSFB in New York.
The traditional supply of swaption vol has been steadily decreasing over the
last year, said (a trader) in New York. Agencies supply vol to dealers mainly
via entering swaps with embedded options on the back of issuing callable
notes. Over the past year, demand for callable notes has been decreasing due
to high interest rate volatility, and lower demand from banks, one of the larger
investors in callables. This decreased supply in vol for dealers would point to
intermediate- and longer-dated swaption vol rising.
Lehman is recommending a relative value trade in which investors sell shortdated swaption volatility, such as options, to enter 10-year swaps in one year,
and buy long-dated swaption vol, such as the option to enter a 10-year swap
in five years. The trade is constructed with at-the-money swaption straddles,
weighted in such a way as to make this a play on the slope of the vol curve,
which at current levels is more inverted compared to historical levels, noted
(the trader). Short-dated swaption vol should fall as the Fed’s plans become
clearer in the next several months, and the market is assuaged concerning the
direction of interest rates. If the Fed cuts interest rates 50 basis points when
it meets this week, the market should breathe a sigh of relief, and short-dated
vol should fall more than longer-dated vol, he added.
CSFB recommends buying long-dated vol. The option to enter a five-year
swap in five years had a premium of about 570 basis points at press time. At
its peak this month, this level was 670 bps, said the official at CSFB. During
a similar turning point in the U.S. economy in 1994–1995, vol for a similar
swap was nearly 700 bps. This week’s meeting might provide an instant lift to
the position. If the Fed cuts rates by more or less than the expected 50 bps,
long-dated swaption vol could rise in reaction, he added. Even if the Fed cuts
by 50 basis points, swaption vol could rise as mortgage players hedge. An
offsetting factor here is the fact that following a Fed meeting, short-dated vol
typically falls, sometimes dragging longer-dated vol down with it. (Derivatives
Week November 2001).
First, some comments on the mechanics mentioned in the reading. The term Agencies
is used for semiofficial institutions such as Fannie Mae that provide mortgage funds to
the banking sector. These agencies sell bonds that contain imbedded call options. For
example, the agency has the right to call the bond at par at a particular time. The owners
of these bonds are thus option writers. The agency is an option buyer. To hedge these
positions they also need to be option sellers.

Exercises
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(a) Using cash flow diagrams, show the positions that agencies would take due to
issuing callable bonds.
(b) Why would the short-term vol decrease according to the market? Why would
long-term vol increase?
(c) What do you think an at-the-money swaption straddle is? Show the implied
cash flow diagrams.
(d) If the expectations concerning the volatilities are realized, how would the gains
be cashed in?
(e) What are the differences between the risks associated with the positions
recommended by CSFB versus the ones recommended by Lehman?
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CASE STUDY: Danish Mortgage Bonds
Danish mortgage bonds are liquid, volatile, and complex instruments. They are traded in fundamentally sound legal and institutional environments and attract some of the best hedge funds.
Here, we look at them only as an example that teaches us something about swaps, swaptions,
options, and the risks associated with modeling household behavior.
Background Material
To answer the questions that follow, you need to have a good understanding of these notions
and instruments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Plain vanilla interest-rate swaps
Swaptions
Prepayment risk of a mortgage-backed security
The relationship between volatility and options
Libor and simple Libor instruments
Government bond markets versus high-yield bonds

Questions
PART I
1. Define the following concepts: mortgage-backed security, prepayment risk, implicit option,
and negative convexity.
2. Show how you can hedge your Danish mortgage bond (DMB) positions in the swap and
swaption markets and then earn a generous arbitrage. Why would this add liquidity to the
Danish markets?
3. Show how you can do this using Bermudan options.
4. Explain carefully if this is true arbitrage. Are there any risks?
PART II Now consider the second reading.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is a corridor structure?
What does the reading mean by “dislocations”?
What are “balance-protected swaps”?
Explain the purpose of the dislocation trades.

Reading 1
Arbitrageurs swoop on Danish mortgage market
Yield-starved banks and hedge funds have been scooping up long-dated Danish mortgage
bonds, hedging parts of the exposure in the swap and swaption markets, and earning a generous
arbitrage (1). But the strategy is not without risk. The structures involved are heavily dependent
on complex statistical modelling techniques.
The Danish mortgage bond market has been undergoing something of a revolution. Securities
traditionally bought by Danish pension funds or investment managers are now being snapped
up by sophisticated foreign banks and hedge funds. The international players are trying to
arbitrage between mortgage, credit- and other interest-rate markets. This activity has also
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generated significant added volume in the Danish krone and Deutsche mark swap and swaption
markets. (1)
The exact size and nature of the international activity is unknown, but it is believed to be
large and growing. “Foreign involvement has gone through the roof,” said one structurer at a
London-based bank. Banks believed to be at the forefront of activity include Barclays Capital,
Bankers Trust, and Merrill Lynch International.
Outside interest, said market professionals, had been stoked by a decreasing number of profit
opportunities in both Europe and the U.S. European investors have seen Southern European
bond yields plummet ahead of EMU and have had to look for new sources of return. US hedge
funds have turned to Denmark as US mortgage market arbitrage opportunities have started to
run dry.
The European activity has focused on Denmark’s mortgage bonds because they are seen
as the only real arbitrage alternative (2) to US securities. Seven dedicated private companies,
Nykredit, Real Kredit, BRF Kredit, Danske Kredit, Unikredit, Totalkredit, and DLR, continue to
issue into a market now worth DKr900bn. Mortgage-backed markets are developing in other sectors of Europe—though slowly. Deutsche Bank last week launched the first German mortgage
securitization, Haus I, and ABN AMRO have twice securitized Dutch mortgages (see AssetBacked Securities).
Arbing MBS
Foreign activity in the Danish mortgage bond market (2) concentrates on the valuation of
embedded prepayment clauses—options that enable the borrower to buy back the bonds at par in
order to take out the pre-payment risks associated with the underlying collateral pool. Derivative professionals analyse pre-payment options in terms of traditional non-mortgage backed
swaptions and realize any relative value by trading swaptions against mortgage bonds. (2)
In one version of the trade, the speculator buys the mortgage bonds and transacts a Bermudan
receivers swaption, either in Danish kroner or in (closely correlated) Deutsche marks. This
cancels out the prepayment risk and leaves relatively pure interest rate and credit exposure (3).
Some players go even further and transact both a swap and a swaption against the mortgage
bonds, thus creating a true arbitrage (3). They pay fixed on the swap to eliminate the interest
rate risk and buy receivers swaptions to offset the inbuilt optionality. They are left with simple
Libor plus returns and a locked-in profit, subject to credit risk.
Very similar activity forms the backbone of the US mortgage bond market. Sophisticated US
houses such as Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and Salomon Brothers have for years generated
favorable arbitrage profits by examining mortgage bonds in terms of other instruments (3).
But such potential profits, whether in the US or in Denmark, are subject to considerable
risks. First, there are problems involved in pricing long-dated Bermudan swaptions. The product,
according to swaption professionals, is sensitive to the tilt and shape of the yield curve—features
not captured by simple one-factor swaption pricing models.
Second, there are also difficulties involved with analyzing the exact size of the prepayment
risks. “Prepayment concerns have consumed mortgage desks in the US for the last few years. And
many operations have blown up because they made the wrong assumptions,” said one structurer
at a prominent Wall Street investment bank.
“There’s always a rumor that one house or another has got their risk modelling wrong,”
said another New York based-mortgage derivative professional. The problem for banks and
hedge funds is that the size of prepayment is governed by the size of individual Danish property
owners’ refinancing activity. And this is a function of both current interest rate conditions and
the statistical properties of individual house-owners.
As a result, the science of valuing mortgage bonds revolves partly on building statistical
models that analyze factors other than interest rate market conditions. If rates fall in Denmark,
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it is likely that some mortgage holders will choose to redeem their high-rate mortgages and take
out a new lower-rate loan. This will lead to the borrower prepaying some of its mortgage bonds.
But not every homeowner reacts in such a way. Some may never refinance; some have a greater
inclination to refinance at certain times of the year; some refinance more in certain parts of the
country, and so on.
Looking to the future, mortgage bond arbitrage activity may soon be spreading to the rest of
Europe. The Danish government is considering cooling the economy by restricting the flow of
30-year issues. (5) This will depress liquidity in the market and make arbitrage more difficult.
Meanwhile, investment banks are talking to authorities in Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands,
and the UK about changes to make their own mortgage bond markets more efficient. (IFR May
1998)
Reading 2
This reading refers to Part II of the case study.
Dynamic funds eye dislocation opportunities
With short-term yields continuing to fall across Europe, money market funds are increasingly targeting higher yields through structured products. Generally, they are lifting returns by
selling volatility through corridor structures. (1) More specifically, they are taking advantage of
hedge fund-induced market dislocations in Danish mortgage markets and sterling swap spread
markets. “In the last few weeks funds have substituted a little credit risk for a bit more market
risk,” said one market professional at a major European bank. He added that funds saw the
increasing confidence in financial markets as an opportunity to generate higher yields from
market dislocations.
In particular, dealers said funds were looking to buy Danish mortgage bonds together
with balance-protected swaps (2). The balance-protected swap guarantees the bond buyer the
coupons but still leaves the holder with duration risk—the risk that the instrument will have a
shorter duration if prepayment increases. With unswapped Danish mortgage bonds, the holder
is exposed to the risk that prepayment rates increase and that coupons levels are reduced.
In addition to specific dislocation-related trades (3), market professionals said there was
a general trend for funds to move away from standard commercial paper and asset-swap
investments towards higher-returning, more structured products. Whereas traditional funds buy
floating-rate instruments and are only exposed to the credit risk of the instrument, dynamic
money market funds buy instruments that are exposed to interest rate and volatility risks.
One structurer last week said the dynamic fund sector had been growing for some time, and
added that some European funds had more funds under management in dynamic instruments
than traditional instruments. “There’s lots of excitement surrounding money market funds and
their attempts to churn yield,” he said.
Typical dynamic money market fund trades are corridors, (4) with popular recent trades being
based on two Libor rates remaining within the band. One bank structurer said he had recently
traded a note that offered higher coupons, provided both US dollar Libor and French franc
Libor remained within set limits. Capital repayment was guaranteed, but coupon payments were
contingent. By buying structures such as these, funds are in effect going short Libor volatility and
using the earned premium to enhance their received coupon levels. (5) The size of the enhanced
coupon typically depends on the width of the corridor, with extra yields of up to 200 bp generated
by a tight corridor and additional yields of around 50 bp delivered by a wider corridor. Dealers
said funds preferred to be more cautious and favored the wider corridor, lower yield products.

